
WRITE AHEAD LOGGING SQLITE ANDROID EXAMPLE

Opted-in or out of write-ahead logging by calling SQLiteDatabase. For example , on an ext4 filesystem, WAL can lead to
a 4x improvement in write speed.

The checkpoint will start up again where it left off after the next write transaction. For transactions larger than
about megabytes, traditional rollback journal modes will likely be faster. Another way to think about the
difference between rollback and write-ahead log is that in the rollback-journal approach, there are two
primitive operations, reading and writing, whereas with a write-ahead log there are now three primitive
operations: reading, writing, and checkpointing. Applications using WAL do not have to do anything in order
to for these checkpoints to occur. WAL works best with smaller transactions. These factors combine to make
checkpoints slower than write transactions. If that effect is undesirable, then the application can disable
automatic checkpointing and run the periodic checkpoints in a separate thread, or separate process. The default
checkpoint style is PASSIVE, which does as much work as it can without interfering with other database
connections, and which might not run to completion if there are concurrent readers or writers. The wal-index
is in shared memory, and so technically it does not have to have a name in the host computer filesystem. This
hash table is called the wal-index. For transactions larger than about megabytes, traditional rollback journal
modes will likely be faster. Usually, the WAL file is deleted automatically when the last connection to the
database closes. An exclusive lock is held during recovery. The checkpoint remembers in the wal-index how
far it got and will resume transferring content from the WAL to the database from where it left off on the next
invocation. Because the WAL can be growing and adding new commit records while various readers connect
to the database, each reader can potentially have its own end mark. But for any particular reader, the end mark
is unchanged for the duration of the transaction, thus ensuring that a single read transaction only sees the
database content as it existed at a single point in time. However, since there is only one WAL file, there can
only be one writer at a time. The downside to this configuration is that transactions are no longer durable and
might rollback following a power failure or hard reset. If the VFS does not support shared-memory methods,
then the attempt to open a database that is already in WAL mode, or the attempt convert a database into WAL
mode, will fail. Because writers do nothing that would interfere with the actions of readers, writers and readers
can run at the same time. It is not possible to open read-only WAL databases. Call this point the "end mark".
But for most types of usage, WAL is worth using. Call this point the "end mark". Whenever a write operation
occurs, the writer checks how much progress the checkpointer has made, and if the entire WAL has been
transferred into the database and synced and if no readers are making use of the WAL, then the writer will
rewind the WAL back to the beginning and start putting new transactions at the beginning of the WAL. This
helps to prevent "latch-up" in applications running on a busy disk drive. There is an additional quasi-persistent
"-wal" file and "-shm" shared memory file associated with each database, which can make SQLite less
appealing for use as an application file-format. On newer versions of SQLite, a WAL-mode database on
read-only media, or a WAL-mode database that lacks write permission, can still be read as long as one or more
of the following conditions are met: The -shm and -wal files already exists and are readable There is write
permission on the directory containing the database so that the -shm and -wal files can be created. Overview
The default method by which SQLite implements atomic commit and rollback is a rollback journal. The
decision of how often to run checkpoints may therefore vary from one application to another depending on the
relative read and write performance requirements of the application. A checkpoint operation takes content
from the WAL file and transfers it back into the original database file. If that effect is undesirable, then the
application can disable automatic checkpointing and run the periodic checkpoints in a separate thread, or
separate process. Or they can turn off the automatic checkpoints and run checkpoints during idle moments or
in a separate thread or process. So a large change to a large database might result in a large WAL file. There is
an additional quasi-persistent "-wal" file and "-shm" shared memory file associated with each database, which
can make SQLite less appealing for use as an application file-format. WAL uses many fewer fsync operations
and is thus less vulnerable to problems on systems where the fsync system call is broken. WAL provides more
concurrency as readers do not block writers and a writer does not block readers. A checkpoint can only
complete when no other transactions are running, which means the WAL file cannot be reset in the middle of a
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write transaction.


